Exercise 2

Complete the sentences with one of the options.

I have been staying at this hotel ..................................................
for a long time
a long time ago
from May

My father has been going to work ......................................................
already
since he left school
daily

Have you told the manager ......................................... ?
in time
in the morning
yet

We ......................... had a radio so far.
have never
never
never have

She hasn't been eating meat ........................................
lately
yet
since a long time

I've bought it ........................................
at the shop
for you
yesterday

The airline hasn't cancelled the flight ........................................
already
last time
yet

............................... have you been studying abroad?
how many times
how often
how long

I've been trying to contact him ..............................
before
all day
then

We’ve never been ..................................
in Africa
to Africa
at Africa

See Key with answers on the next page.
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Present perfect: Exercise 2

I have been staying at this hotel for a long time.

My father has been going to work since he left school.

Have you told the manager yet?

We have never had a radio so far.

She hasn't been eating meat lately.

I've bought it for you.

The airline hasn't cancelled the flight yet.

How long have you been studying abroad?

I've been trying to contact him all day.

We've never been to Africa.